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Foundation

Stichting Noordelijke Lustwarande has been founded in july 2017 from a need to connect green heritage, 

historical parks and gardens to a recreational area between the north of the Netherlands and the 

northwest of Germany. National as well as international, this approach seems to be an upcoming trend. 

Next to maintaining cultural heritage, the social value of heritage becomes more and more an important 

impuls to develop certain areas and improve leisure company.

Aim

The aim of Stichting Noordelijke Lustwarande is to interest the public and draw attention to the heritages 

and estates in the north of the Netherlands and the northwest of Germany. Each of these estates have 

historical parks and matching (surrounding) landscapes with their own cultural-historical characteristics.

Target audience

The target audience consists of a various number of people and organizations like estate owners, cultural 

heritage organizations and entrepeneurs, education and science institutions interested in heritage, but also 

the government making up the rules and policies with regards to maintenance and preservation.

Main activities

The main activities of the Stichting Noordelijke Lustwarande involve organising meetings, congresses, 

workshops and courses, but also seek publicity with the aim to strengthen the connection and co-

operation between the ‘green pearls’ in the north of the Netherlands and the northwest of Germany, based 

on everybody’s interests and needs.
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2018 is the year of the European Cultural Heritage and Leeuwarden (Friesland) is also Cultural Capital of the 

year (LF2018). Reason enough for the organisation to pay attention to the growing social value of cultural 

heritage to leisure economy and cultural tourism. This value, and potential new duties, are crucial to 

preservation but also to the future of cultural heritage.

This is how heritage finds its way in a dynamic landscape, within different government bodies concerned 

with the development of preservation policies. Through to a new environmental law, the government takes 

a step back, which means that provinces and counsels get more responsibility. They are now looking for a 

clear and workable vision.

Other European countries also have an urge to connect red heritage with green heritage and its 

surrounding landscapes, to reach a larger public and to create more possibilities with regards to 

management and maintenance. This is the main reason why it’s important to look further than your own 

country, to build a network and share experiences, positive and negative.

 

The Stichting Noordelijke Lustwarande has been asked to organise an international congress. The network 

project Noordelijke Lustwarande is therefore representative with regards to the area-oriented approach of 

cultural heritage. Together with two other regions, our approach towards the regional heritage ensembles 

will be the main topic of the two day congress.

1INTRODUCTION
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PURPOSE
The purpose of the congress is to share knowledge and experience between national and international 

regions. Public reach, knowledge and research and policy, maintenance and preservation are the three 

topics that will form the center of attention of the congress. Through to a divers and interactive program 

with key speakers, a wide range of parallel sessions and poster presentations, we guarantee you a 

deepening perspective of cultural heritage.

 

Ambitions and points of interest per topic:

Public reach

•	 Cultural	tourist	products	and	regional	storytelling

•	 Heritage	to	enhance	the	regional	identity	and	image

•	 Establish	a	relationship	between	the	Netherlands,	Germany,	Belgium,	France	and	Great	Britain

Knowledge and research

•	 Develop	knowledge	and	xenogamy	in	practice

•	 Country	Houses	landscapes	in	a	larger	context

•	 International	meaning,	the	European	context

•	 Knowledge	and	research	with	regards	to	usage	and	preservation

•	 The	connection	between	different	country	houses	and	their	surrounding	landscapes

•	 Connection	within	the	country	houses	(manor,	interior	and	the	park	with	the	landscape)

Policy, maintenance and preservation

•	 Heritage	and	the	preservation	perspective	

•	 International	policy	on	heritage

•	 Awareness	on	three	levels;	supra-regional	(brand),	regional	(public	acces)	and	local	(maintenance	

 and preservation)

•	 Join	the	European	policy,	government	policy;		heritage	management,	area-based	approach	and	

 from collection to connection, in which the focus lies on:

 1. World heritage: secure the connection, increase the appearance

 2. Conversion as an assignment for certain areas: focus on growth and shrinkage

 3. Living landscape: synergy between heritage, economy and ecology

Partnership

A huge number of partners work together to form the program, for example:

•	 Heritage	organizations:

 Rijksdienst voor Cultureel Erfgoed (RCE), Stichting Kastelen, Buitenplaatsen en landgoederen (sKBL), 

 Vereniging Particulier Historische Buitenplaatsen en Landgoederen (VPHB), Nederlandse Kastelen 

 Stichting (NKS)

•	 Universities:	TU	Delft,	the	Rijksuniversiteit	Groningen	(RUG)	and	the	Vrije	Universiteit	Amsterdam	

 (VU)

•	 12	Provences

•	 Several	regional	Lustwarandes:	for	example	Stichtse	Lustwarande,	Gelders	Arcadië,	Overijssels	

 Parels en Kennemerland and ’s Gravenland.

•	 Thirth	parties:	LF2018,	Stenden	Hotel

•	 European	networks:	Zentrum	für	Gartenkultur,	European	Garden	Heritage	Network,	Encounter	

 Network, Icomos, European Cultural Tourism Network, European Historic Houses Association, 

 Interpret Europe European Association for Heritage Interpretation, Federation for European   

 Storytelling, Ostfriesische Landschaft, Ostfriesische Tourismus
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Target audience and numbers

250 people are expected to attend the program (300, including guides, students and other people 

involved).

The focus of the congress lies on an international and national network, containing:

-	 Government	organizations;	

-	 Professionals	like:	heritage	experts,	designers,	landscape	architects	and	historians;

-	 Owners;

-		 Employees	of	management	organizations;	

- Other interested parties.

RESULTS
The two day conference is aiming to increase the social meaning of cultural heritage with regards to the 

surrounding landscape. How to enlarge the public reach is going to be an important challenge. One of the 

possibilities is looking at the shared European heritage lines to connect cultural heritage to larger regions.

 

Second is to increase knowledge by sharing information and experiences, interest in storytelling and 

presenting new research. Sharing ‘good practices in Europe’ contributes to this extremely.

Finally, pressure on the topic ‘policy – preservation – maintenance’, will lead to an increasing realization 

that an integrated approach, in which related structures form the base for future developments, will be 

necessary. This will result in practical lines of approach for future policy.

Briefly worded, the congress contributes to a better coordination of joint agenda’s with regards to heritage, 

more mutual cooperation and a better promotion of heritage on the whole. This way, a stronger foundation 

will be layed to preserve these important Arcadian Landscapes.
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2PROGRAM
SUBSTANSIVE STARTING POINTS
Centre of the attention will be the area-based approach of the cultural heritage of country houses and 

estates with the surrounding historical landscapes. Located in a dynamic landscape, characterised by 

quality and continuity. This continuity is not static, but needs to be adjusted to new circumstances all the 

time. However country houses and estates belong to a small number of areas, where decisions with 

regards to management are taken because of a long term vision. Both from the past as to the future.

A few examples of the regional approach in different provinces are, The Noordelijke Lustwarande, Gelders 

Arcadië,	Stichtse	Lustwarande,	Vechtstreek	(Utrecht),	Overijssels	Parels	en	Kennemerland	(Zuid-Holland).	

The regional relations and identities, the connection and cooperation will be presented for three different 

regions with country houses and estates. Every region, with country houses, has its own characteristics from 

the past, but also its present chances and problems, regulations and public participation.

Within every region three themes will be considered, knowledge development and research, policy & 

regulations and perception & public participation. Society changes quickly (climate and water, quality of 

life in the country side and shrinkage, energy transition) which has a big impact on our landscape and 

heritage.

Question is, how to deal with this:

1.  Does heritage has to move along with the new assignments and policy themes like the area-based  

 one?

or

2.  Does the quality of heritage outline the agenda of integrated area development?

Program two day during congress:

Thursday 1th November is about knowledge and administrative anchoring.

Friday 2nd November is about public reach and marketing.

Key	speakers	are	for	example	Hans	Renes	(professor	UU),	Tom	Williamson	(historican	GB.),	Heike	Düselder	

(historican en museumdirector D ) and Hanneke Ronnes (professor Historical estates and Country houses 

RUG). Interaction will be reached through round the table conversations, parallel sessions, poster markets 

and pitches. It also offers several parties, like managers and (young) researchers, possibilities to share their 

experiences and research.

The heritage of Oranjewoud (close to Heerenveen) will be presented as a case during three excursions 

on	Friday	afternoon.	Central	in	this	case	will	be	the	following	topics;	museum	landscape	and	modern	use,	

estate and interior and landscape park and cultural landscape.

The congress ends in museum Belvedère after the excursions.

An extended overview of the program you can find in the attachment. This program is not totally certain yet, 

but the key note speakers are definitely going to be there.
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An inspiring year, an inspiring place

2018 is going to be an inspiring year, because it’s the European year of the Cultural Heritage and 

Leeuwarden/Friesland is one of the European cultural capitals. It’s a huge opportunity to involve the 

community into the care and interaction with heritage.

By putting this heritage year in the centre of attention of the congress, it might contribute to renewed 

inspiration with regards to the heritage world and beyond.  The European year of Cultural Heritage is 

aiming to make people aware of the European history and values ánd to enrich and strengthen the feeling 

of  a European indentity.

Because of Leeuwarden/Friesland being the cultural capital this year, there was no other choice for the 

committee of the Noordelijke Lustwarande than to organise the congress in and around Leeuwarden. 

Participants will stay in the Leeuwarder Stenden Hotel. The daily program will be organised in the estate 

Stania State in Oenkerk, in the north of Leeuwarden.

The three excursions on Friday afternoon will be at the following locations, museum Belvedère in 

Heerenveen, Oranjestein and Huize Oranjewoud in Oranjewoud.

Schedule

September – December 2017 Headlines for the program

     Recruit speakers, workshop leaders

     Set up finance and writing project plan

January – March 2018  Raise extern money

     First announcements

     Practical and logistical arrangements

     Realization of the exhibitors market

     Check point finance (march 2018)

April - August 2018   Determine program

     Recruit participants

     Determine involved parties

November   Congress

November - December 2018  Readers presentations online

     Film registration online

     Send special thanks

     Financial completion

Finance

The financial costs of the congress are partial payed for by the participants themselves, partial by 

sponsors and partial through subsidies and fundings. Professional parties will organise the participants 

accommodations, the locations, the catering, excursions, supervision and organisation.
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CONCEPT PROGRAM
THURSDAY 1TH NOVEMBER
Theme    Knowledge and administrative anchoring

  Deepening the urgency

9:00 our  Registration and a welcome with coffee and tea 

10:00 our  Opening and introduction led by chairman Jaap Jepma 

  A welcome by

     1. Arno Brok  - Commissioner of the King Fryslân 

     2. ……………….  - European Year of Cultural Heritage 2018

     3. Bearn Bilker  - President of the Stichting Noordelijke Lustwarande

	 	 	 (special	attention	for	(main)	sponsors;	introducing	the	symposium)

INTRO

10:20 our  Hans Renes  (historical geographer Universiteit Utrecht/ Vrije Universiteit) 

	 	 	 	 Introducing	the	symposium;	the	challenges	we	are	facing,	the	

    European interest, indicating the urgency and introducing the main  

    themes of the symposium: public reach, knowledge and research  

    and policy, maintenance and preservation.

REGIONAL EXAMPLES

11:00 our  1.  Noordelijke Lustwarande (15 min. presentation) 

  2.  Gelders Arcadië (15 min. presentation)

    3. Bulskampveld België (15 min. presentation)

                  

  Questions and responses from the public (mobile/ screen)

12:15 our  Reflection led by Jaap Jepma

     Hans Renes

                      Speakers of the three regional ensembles

               Expert input on substantive agenda 

               

                     Stimulating statements as prelude to the parallel sessions 

12:40 our  Announcement and exploitation of the parallel sessions by Jaap Jepma

12:45 our  Lunch and visiting the information market/ poster presentations

  Information market/ poster presentations and pitches

  Followed by parallel sessions 
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PARALLEL SESSIONS
Subject   Organisations/ initiators   Research / education 

1.   Erfgoed Telt   RCE    To be specified

      (Heritage Counts)  Mark Staffleu

    Marlijn Baarveld

    Natascha van Lensveld

2.   Noordelijke Lustwarande Stichting Noordelijke Lustwarande It Fryske Gea

    Prov. Groningen Verhalen  Rijksuniversiteit Groningen

    Prov. Friesland, …

    Prov. Drenthe, erfgoedlijnen

    Ostfriesland,

3.   Dutch Country Houses  sKBL    To be specified

      Interprovincial partnerships   Prov. Noord-Holland      

	 	 	 	 Prov.	Zuid-Holland

    Prov. Utrecht

4.   Erfgoedlijnen   NBTC    To be specified 

      (Heritage Lines)  Mauro Smit Drenthe  

	 	 	 	 Marc	Kocken,	Zeeland

5.   Country Houses Biotopes TU Delft

    PhD research Gerdy Verschuure

	 	 	 	 Prov.	Zuid-Holland

    Prov. Utrecht

6.   Gelders Arcadië  Prov. Gelderland   To be specified

7.   Expertise Platform  NKS    To be specified

8.   Staatsbosbeheer,   To be specified

     Natuurmonumenten 

9.   Belgium    Hogeschool Gent   

10.  Germany   To be specified  

11.   Germany   To be specified

12.  United Kingdom  To be specified

PLENARY SESSION

15:30 our  Keynote 1 Tom Williamson University of East Anlia (UK)

                      Landscape historican and archeologist 

16:20	our		 Reflection	on	parallel	sessions	and	the	outcomes	of	the	first	day;	prelude	to	second	day,	

  led by Jaap Jepma

  - Ingrid van Engelshoven Minister of Education, Culture and Sciene (with reservation)

  - Arno Brok, Commissioner of the King Fryslân (with reservation)

  - Birgit Honé,	Niedersächsische	Ministerin	für	Bundes-	und	Europaangelegenheiten	

  Und Regionale Entwicklung (with reservation)

                

  Complemented by several policy advisers 

               Benno Strootman National Advisor on Landscape and Water

  Administrative anchoring

17:15 our  Informal end of the day with drinks 

19:00 our  Dinner 
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FRIDAY 2ND SEPTEMBER 
Theme  Public reach and marketing

   

9:30 our  A welcome with coffee and tea 

9:45 our  Opening and introduction led by chairman Jaap Jepma 

	 	 Reflection	on	the	first	day;	prelude	to	this	day

 

DEEPENING

9.50 our  Keynote 2 Heike Düselder, Museum Lüneburg (D)

                          Public reach

10:45 our  Heritage connects, Europe inspires  (30 min. + 15 min. of questions) 

               Public reach (focus on the Netherlands and Europe)

                       sKBL 

                      NBTC  The Netherlands as region in Europe

              Legacy of Leeuwarden European Capital of Culture 2018

                      European Year of Cultural Heritage 2018

11:00 our  Coffeebreak

11:20 our  Keynote 3  Hanneke Ronnes, Universiteit van Amsterdam, Rijksuniversiteit 

    Groningen (NL)

                         public reach and marketing

	 	 	 	 Reflection;	What	are	the	major	challenges?

 

12:05 our  Conclusions symposium and introduction of the excursion to Oranjewoud, 

  led by Jaap Jepma

12:15 our  Culinairy Lunch 

  Information market/ poster presentations and pitches

  Followed by parallel sessions
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PARALLEL SESSIONS
Subject   Organisations/ initiators   Research / education 

1.   Erfgoed Telt   RCE    To be specified

      (Heritage Counts)  Mark Staffleu

    Marlijn Baarveld

    Natascha van Lensveld

2.   Noordelijke Lustwarande Stichting Noordelijke Lustwarande It Fryske Gea

    Prov. Groningen Verhalen  Rijksuniversiteit Groningen

    Prov. Friesland, …

    Prov. Drenthe, erfgoedlijnen

    Ostfriesland,

3.   Dutch Country Houses  sKBL    To be specified

      Interprovincial partnerships   Prov. Noord-Holland      

	 	 	 	 Prov.	Zuid-Holland

    Prov. Utrecht

4.   Erfgoedlijnen   NBTC    To be specified 

      (Heritage Lines)  Mauro Smit Drenthe  

	 	 	 	 Marc	Kocken,	Zeeland

5.   Country Houses Biotopes TU Delft

    PhD research Gerdy Verschuure

	 	 	 	 Prov.	Zuid-Holland

    Prov. Utrecht

6.   Gelders Arcadië  Prov. Gelderland   To be specified

7.   Expertise Platform  NKS    To be specified

8.   Staatsbosbeheer,   To be specified

     Natuurmonumenten 

9.   Belgium    Hogeschool Gent   

10.  Germany   To be specified  

11.   Germany   To be specified

12.  United Kingdom  To be specified

EXCURSION    ORANJEWOUD

13:30 our  Departure by busses to Oranjewoud 

  Caroussel divided into three blocks:

14:00 our  Guided tours 

   -  Museum Belvedère  Yme Kuiper and Han Steenbruggen

     -  Estate Oranjewoud Johan de Haan and …… (ensemble house, interior, park  

     and surroundings)

  - Estate Oranjestein Els van der Laan and Willemieke Ottens (park)

17:00 our  Informal end of the symposium with drinks in Museum Belvedere (in reservation)

18:00 our  Departure to Leeuwarden 
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